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UNITED STATES 
CHARLES.D. COLLINS, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., ASSIGNOR. To AMERICAN CYANAMID COM - 
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PATENT OFFICE 
PANY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., A CORPORATION OF IMAINE 

CYLINDER TYPE FUMIGATING APPLICATOR 
Application filed August 23, 1928. serial No. 301,449. 

This invention relates to a fumigating 
apparatus of a type adapted to receive a 
liquid fumigant such as hydrocyanic acid or 
the like. 
The principal obj ect of the invention is the 

provision of a device of the above type which 
will definitely measure or limit the dosage per 
stroke, whereby the operator may know the 
amount of fumigant applied. 
Another important object of this invention 

is the arrangement of parts in such an man 
ner that ? of the fumigant in an acci 
dental manner will be avoided. As above 
stated, the fumigant may be liquid hydro 
cyanic acid, a very poisonous material to use, 
and it is, therefore, necessary and desirable 
that any device adapted for its use be abso 
lutely fool proof. - 

It is also an important consideration in 
applications of this kind that no leakage 
should occur in case the device is tipped over. 
To this end the invention consists in pro 

viding a container for the liquid to be dis 
pensed, which container comprises two defi 
nite compartments. The lower compartment 
is used to hold the liquid fumigant, and the 
upper chamber or compartment the manually 
operable means whereby the fumigant may 
be ejected from the container proper. The 
upper portion of the device is provided with 
a cover so that the operating mechanism may 
be readily locked, and accidental or un 
authorized manipulation thereof prevented. 

Carried by a division wall separating the 
two above mentioned compartments, a pump 
of cylindrical form is provided in which the 
plunger used to draw the desired amount of 
liquid from the reservoir proper into the 
pump itself and also to eject the same from 
the pump, comprises a cylindrical element 
fitting the pump barrel and reciprocable 
therein. This plunger may conveniently 
comprise two concentrically arranged tubes, 
the inner tube of which is used as the exit 
tube for the liquid within the reservoir. 
Attached to the top of the outer tube of the 
plunger is a handle mechanism whereby the 
same may be manipulated. The end of the 
exit or inner tube of the plunger terminates 
in a fixture directly below the handle to which 

is attached the hose and conventional nozzle arrangement. 
Suitable one way valves, and fixtures 

through which the material may be intro 
?? duced into the main reservoir and the excess 

emptied therefrom, are carried by the divi 
sion plate between the reservoir proper and 
the manipulating section. - ?? - 
On the outside of the cylinder comprising 

the device, means for definitely limiting the 
stroke of the plunger, are provided. This 
means may conveniently comprise a slidable 

are provided for elevating the link to any 
desired height out of its casing. The handle 
on the top of the plunger of the pump is pro 
vided with an extension projecting into the 
slot of the link so that the upstroke of the 
plunger will be limited by the position of 
the link. 
Means are also provided on the link, 

whereby it may be raised to its maximum 
vertical height, and the amount of liquid 
fumigant ejected by manipulation of the 
handle, indicated by notches or divisions on 
the link as the plunger moves downward. 

60 

slotted link. In the preferred form the 
lower portion of the link is arranged within a casing on the cylinder proper, and means 65 

The invention further consists in the novel 
arrangement combination, and construction 
of parts, more fully hereinafter described 
and pointed out in the accompanying draw 
ings. In these drawings: ? 

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of a device 
85 embodying my invention. - 

Fig.2 is a sectional view along the line 
2-2 of Fig. 1. s 

Fig. 3 is a detail of the slidable link. 
Referring now with particularity to the 

90 embodiment illustrated, I have shown at 1, 
a capsule shaped tank or reservoir for the 
liquid fumigant having a depending sleeve 2 
secured thereon by any desirable method. 
The bottom of the sleeve 2 is preferably 

rolled as at 3 for strength and also to provide 
a firm support for the entire device. 
To the upper portion of the reservoir or 

container 1, a sleeve 4, is attached, having 
certain apertures therein through which the 
various parts of the mechanism are available. 
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To the top of this tube a cap 5 is hinged, 
which cap carries a hasp 6 to cooperate with 
an eye7 on the cylindrical portion 4. It will 
be seen that a padlock may be Snapped 

5 through the eye 7 so as to positively prevent 
unauthorized or accidental use of the device. 
The cap or top 5 may be supplied with a han 
dile 8 so that the apparatus may be readily 
transported or carried thereby. 
The dividing plate 9, is secured to the top 

of the container 1, and to the underside there 
of, I secure as by welding or the like, the 
half coupling 10, carrying a fixture 11, 
threaded at its lower portion to the pump 
barrel 12. This barrel extends down to near 
the bottom of the container and carried on 
its end a cage element 13, adapted to contain 
the ball valve 14 in seat 15. Between the end 
of the barrel 12, and the cage 13, a plate 16 

20 is located, which has an offset 17 limiting the 
upward movement of the ball 14. 

Interior of the pump barrel 12 is the plun 
ger 18, which comprises a substantially cylin 
drical element attached at the top to the 
frame 1:9 of the handle 20. The bottom of 
the plunger tube 18 is closed by the plug 21. 
JPacking 22 located between the plunger 18 
and the fixture 11, effectively prevents escape 
of fluid hetween the parts. The nut 23, 

30 threaded to the fixture 1:1, in connection with 
the element 24, maintains the packing 22 un 
der compression in the usual Inanner. 
Within the pump plunger 18, and arranged 

concentrically there with is an inner exit tube 
25, secured at its lower end in the plug 21, 
at the bottom of the plunger tube 18, and at 
the upper end to Y coupling 27. Into this 
part 27 there is secured a pressure gauge 28 
and the end of the flexible tube 29 which 

40 carries the conventional spray gun 30. 
It will thus be seen that in manipulating 

the device, the handle 20 in its upward stroke 
causes the ball valve 14 to be unseated and a 
*quantity of liquid material from inside the 
container to be drawn into the cage 13, and 
inside the pump barrel 21 This action con 
tinues, as long as the handle 20 moves in an 
upward direction. When reversing the direc 
tion of movement of the handle the ball valve 
14 rests on its seat 15 and the liquid thus 
-trapped within the pump barrel 21 will be 
forced up the exit tube 25 and into the flexible 
tube 29, and finds its way through the spray 
gun. 30. 

Suitably secured to the outside of the de 
vice is a guard element or casing, 31, within 
which slides a link,32. This link is provided 
with a slot, 33, extending substantially the 
entirelength thereof. The link is so arranged 

60 with relation to the handle proper that an 
extension, 34, of the handle, passes through 
the -slot 33 of the link, and a washer, 35. 
and pin 36, prevents accidental displacement 
of the handle-extension 34, from the link 32. 
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65 The knurled nut, 37, may be manipulated to 

a plug 46. 
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maintain the link 32 in any desired vertical 
position between its minimum and maximum 
elevation. 
In order to definitely indicate to the op 

erator the amount of fumigant ejected by a 
certain stroke of the handle, I provide a 
series of notches, 38, on one side of the link, 
32, and cooperating with these notches is a 
spring pressed dog or latch, 39, carried on 
the side of the guard 31. By backing off the 
knurled nut, 37, the link 32 may be raised 
and spring latch, 39, made to engage any de 
sired notch as the link is raised at any point, 
indicating to the operator that certain defi 
nite units of volume have been ejected by 
the down stroke of the plunger to that point. 

It may be desirable in some instances to 

70 
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raise the link 32, to its maximum vertical po 
sition and provide notches 40, on one inner 
side of the slot 38, so that as the handle 20 
is moved down, the extensions 34 on the 
handle will engage a notch 40 and thus indi 
cate at that time to the operator that a cer 
tain definite quantity of material has been 
ejected through the nozzle. 30. In this way, 
the operator will then know, even though 
manipulating the device in the dark, just how 
much fumigant has been ejected. Obviously 

85 

the parts are flexible enough so that slight 
pressure of the handle toward that side of 
the link carrying the notches 40 will cause 
the part 34 to ride into the notch 40 and thu 
indicate its position to the operator. 

In order to fill the device with the desired 
amount of liquid fumigant I provide an in 
let fixture 41, carried in the division plate 9. 
This fixture may consist conveniently of a 
standard of coupling carrying at the top 
thereof the ordinary Schrader air valve. 
This air valve is indicated generally at 42. 
A screw plug 43 is used to close the T fixture 
after filling. - 
On the other side of the plate 9, I locate 

what I may term an emptying fixture 44 
which also comprises a standard T coupling 
with a release valve 45 at the top thereof. 
This valve is of the ordinary type to release 
air pressure within the reservoir whenbacked 
off. The fixture 44 is likewise provided with 
To fill the applicator with a fumigant such 

as hydrocyanic acid, place the device on a 
Scale, attach a transfer hose from a storage 
reservoir to coupling 41 after removing plug 
43. Remove plug 46 from coupling 44, and 
attach a hose so that the end dips into, a pail 
of Water. The fumigant is then let into the 
tank 1 until the scale indicates the proper 
amount, and the plugs replaced. 
When ready to fumigate, air pressure with 

in the applicator should be released by trip 
ping the Schrader valve 42. During fumiga 
tion, the cap should be left off this valve so 
that air may be admitted to replace the liq 
uid pumped out. Set the link32 at the desired 
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height and draw the plunger handle up to the 
top of the link. Remove the discharge cap 
and attach the spray hose. One primary 
stroke is required to fill the hose and gun and 
to expel the air therein. The extent of this 
priming stroke will be determined by the 
length of the hose used, and in most instances 
this can either be determined by experiment 

3. 

been provided with means for definitely lock 
ing the handle 20 in the down or closed posi 
tion enables the entire spray or applicator de 
vice to be transported from place to place 
without fear of accidental discharge of the 
very poisonous material therein. 
I claim: . 
A device of the character described com 

or it will be indicated on the apparatus, prising a container, a pump extending within 
After this priming stroke the link can be set 
to any other charge required and the work 
proceed with one stroke per charge. 
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The spray valve should always be held open 
while pressing down the plunger and after 
stopping the plunger, the spray valve should 
be closed to prevent drip. 
To clear the hose after fumigation lay the 

applicator on its side, draw the plunger out 
an inch, thus allowing the ball valve 14 to 
open. If the trigger on the spray gun is then 
tripped the liquid in the hose will run back 
into the tank. 

After the fumigation has been made and 
the desired quantity of material used, there 
may remain in the tank 1, some liquid fumi 
gant which it is desirable to replace in the 
storage reservoir, particularly if the fumi 
gant is hydrocyanic acid. This may be done 
by removing the plug 46 and attaching there 
to a hose to the storage reservoir. The appli 
cator should then be laid on its side and an air 
pump connected in the usual manner to the 
Schrader valve 42, and just sufficient pressure 
pumped into enable all of the liquid material 
within the tank 1, to flow out of the fixture 44. 
The plug 46 is then replaced and the Schrader 
valve cap replaced. 

It will thus be apparent that I have pro 
vided a fumigator in which no air pressure is 
required for discharging the liquid hydro 
cyanic acid gas contained therein. This pre 
vents the building up of pressure within the 
tank 1, and the accidental discharge of liquid 
fumigant through the gun 30. 
The applicator will readily deliver meas 

ured quantities of any liquid fumigant placed 
in the tank, by suitable manipulation of the 
link 32 and plunger. While but a single 
stroke of the plunger is necessary to expel a 
certain amount of the fumigant within the 
tank, yet obviously any number of strokes 
may be used, the operator knowing that a defi 
nite quantity of fumigant is expelled at each 
complete stroke. 

It is also to be noted that the particular 
pump assembly used is of advantage in that 
there are no leather or other composite Wash 
ers to dry out or require renewal. 

It will also be noted that the entire pump 
assembly may be readily removed from the 
device by simply unscrewing the fixture 11, 
and the mechanism attached thereto. This is 
desirable for replacement of parts where nec 
essary. 
The fact that a tank top or cover 5 has 

the container for withdrawing liquid there 
from, means for limiting the stroke of the 
pump, said means comprising a vertically 
adjustable link engaging the pump and a 
spring latch engageable with a series of 
notches on the link, the latch being carried 
by the container. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto sub 

scribed my name this 17th day of August, 
1928. 

CHARLES D. COLLINS. 
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